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MFY Legal Services, Inc. (MFY) submits this testimony to the New York City Council Committee on Civil Rights to express our support for the passage of Int. 857-2012.

MFY envisions a society in which no one is denied justice because he or she cannot afford an attorney. To make this vision a reality, for 50 years MFY has provided free legal assistance to residents of New York City on a wide range of civil legal issues, prioritizing services to vulnerable and under-served populations, while simultaneously working to end the root causes of inequities through impact litigation, law reform and policy advocacy. We provide advice and representation to more than 8,000 New Yorkers each year. MFY’s Workplace Justice Project (WJP) advocates on behalf of low-income workers and handles a range of employment problems, including unpaid wage claims, discrimination, and barriers to employment. MFY’s Consumer Rights Project (CRP) provides advice, counsel and representation to low-income New Yorkers on consumer problems, including credit-related issues.

MFY commends the Committee on Civil Rights for holding this hearing about this important legislation. Int. 857-2012, if enacted, would remove unnecessary barriers to employment by making it illegal for an employer to request or use information in a credit report for the purpose of making decisions with regard to hiring, firing, promotion, demotion, discipline, compensation, or the terms, conditions or privileges of employment. This bill removes arbitrary, baseless, and unfair barriers to employment faced by our low-income clients for whom a paycheck can mean survival. The legislation will increase employment opportunities for many unemployed New Yorkers who desperately wish to work.

Employer Credit Checks are Pervasive and Create Barriers to Employment

According to a recent survey of human resources professionals, almost half of all employers check an employee’s credit history when hiring.¹ More recent research has found that the number might be higher; according to surveys conducted by Dēmos, as many as one in four unemployed workers said that a prospective employer had requested a credit check as part of a job application.² That same research found that, among job applicants with poor credit histories, one in seven had been told that they were being denied a job because of their credit history.³ The use of credit checks presents a significant barrier to employment, especially for low-income New Yorkers and unemployed New Yorkers, whose credit has been harmed because of the economic downturn and other events beyond their control. The use of credit checks also disadvantages students who graduate from college or vocational programs with crushing student loan debt. Borrowers of private student loans generally do not have the same six-month grace period after graduation, or hardship deferments or forbearances as borrowers of federal loans, which can protect their credit during a difficult job search.

³ See id.
One example of a low-income New Yorker harmed by an employer credit check is MFY client, Mr. P., who recently contacted us after he was denied a job due to his credit history. Mr. P. had applied for an entry-level position as a document messenger with an investment banking firm in early February 2013. The pay was only $9.50 an hour, but he was looking forward to being employed. However, the company ran a credit check and Mr. P.’s credit report reflected three judgments; the prospective employer gave him 30 days to clear up the credit problems or lose out on the job opportunity. After September 11, 2001 Mr. P. had lost his job and his home, and also was the victim of identity theft. As a result, a few years later he was sued by three debt buyers who purchase charged-off debt for pennies on the dollar and file lawsuits in bulk in the New York City Civil Courts. However, because he was never served with the lawsuits, which is common in debt collection cases filed in New York City, he only discovered that there were judgments against him after he applied for the messenger position. He is now in the process of attempting to vacate the judgments and have them removed from his credit report, but the impact on his credit has already caused him hardship. As our consumer attorneys know well, it is virtually impossible to vacate a default judgment and have it removed from a person’s credit report in only 30 days; such a request as a condition to being hired by a prospective employer is akin to a flat-out job denial.

As Mr. P.’s story illustrates, employers’ use of credit checks blocks qualified applicants — including people whose credit was damaged as a result of life events beyond their control, such as medical debts, divorce, identity theft, or layoffs – from desperately needed jobs. Practically speaking, it is hard to imagine why Mr. P.’s past personal economic misfortunes would have any bearing whatsoever on his ability to work as a messenger. As a result, and as the economic crisis continues, a growing number of New Yorkers like Mr. P. find themselves in a Catch-22: they are unable to secure a job because of damaged credit, but also unable to escape debt and improve their credit because they can’t find work. This adds to the problem of long-term unemployment. Moreover, employer credit checks are unfair and harmful for several other reasons.

**Employer Credit Checks Are Discriminatory**

Employer credit checks have a discriminatory impact on lower income New Yorkers, women and people of color, who have been disproportionally affected by the economic downturn. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has warned of a discriminatory impact on people of color due to the fact that credit reports reflect existing racial disparities caused, for example, by predatory lending and unequal employment opportunities.\(^4\) Moreover, civil rights organizations, including the NAACP, National Council of La Raza, Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, and the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights under Law have publically opposed the use of employer credit checks, citing their racially discriminatory potential.\(^5\) As reported by the National Partnership for Women in Families, employer credit checks are particularly harmful to women, whose credit is often damaged because of domestic
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\(^5\) See id at 9.
violence, and having been disproportionately targeted for toxic loans, among other reasons. 

**Credit Reports are Notoriously Unreliable**

Credit reports are often riddled with errors. According to a comprehensive study released in February 2013 by the Federal Trade Commission, 26 percent of American consumers had an error on a credit report from at least one of the three major credit reporting agencies. That same study found that 13 percent of consumers had errors that were damaging enough to lower their credit scores. The consumer attorneys at MFY hear from numerous clients each year who are affected by errors and problems on their credit reports which, in our experience, are difficult and extremely time-consuming to remedy. Many of our clients do not even know they have errors on their credit reports until they are denied employment or housing or a loan. And, although the Fair Credit Reporting Act provides people with a procedure for disputing errors on their reports, in our experience those disputes are often given a perfunctory review by the credit reporting agencies, which most often leave the errors uncorrected and the reports unchanged. Moreover, even successfully correcting errors often takes a very long time. Employers are not willing to hold jobs for potential employees while they sort out disputes with credit reporting agencies.

**Employer Credit Checks Constitute an Invasion of Privacy**

The use of credit checks by employers also represents an unprecedented invasion of privacy, particularly given that past due medical bills make up a significant number of accounts reported by collection agencies. For many job applicants, this means that, as a pre-requisite to employment, they have to expose and discuss their personal medical histories, as well as other highly personal events that appear in an individual’s credit history, such as divorce.

**Employer Credit Checks Are an Example of “Mission Creep” by the Credit Reporting Industry**

Credit reports were originally intended to be a means of using a person’s past credit history to help lenders predict how likely that person will be to pay back an extension of credit. However, in recent years, members of the credit reporting industry have pushed to extend the use of their reports to areas of our lives where they have no place – affecting the ability to obtain insurance, receive medical care, and, now, whether people can get jobs. And it’s only getting worse. NBC News recently reported that the credit reporting agency, Equifax, has assembled a private database containing 190 million employment and salary records covering more than one-third of
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Equifax profits off this database – which contains weekly paystub information, people’s health care providers, whether someone has dental insurance, and if they’ve ever filed an unemployment claim – by selling the data to third parties, including debt collectors and other financial services companies. This is just the latest example of how the credit reporting industry is profiting from the misuse of employment and credit data.

**There is No Correlation Between an Individual’s Credit and Job Performance**

There is no reliable research that has shown that an individual’s credit history has a correlation with negative job performance.⁹² Even TransUnion, one of the country’s big three credit reporting bureaus, admitted at a legislative hearing in Oregon in 2010: “At this point we don’t have any research to show any statistical correlation between what’s in somebody’s credit report and their job performance or their likelihood to commit fraud.”¹³ Nevertheless, and although credit reports were not designed as an employment screening tool, they are heavily marketed to employers by the major credit bureaus.

**Conclusion**

Passing Int. 857-2012 will ensure that qualified applicants can obtain employment without regard to credit reports that may contain errors or reflect life events beyond their control. It will also protect employee privacy in the hiring process, and guard against the perpetuation of existing racial disparities in lending and employment. It will also contribute to New York’s economic recovery by helping reduce unemployment, especially long-term unemployment. In January 2013 the City Council passed Int. 814-2012, a bill outlawing discrimination in hiring based on a job applicant’s unemployment status. Passing Int. 857 and making credit checks an illegal discriminatory practice is the next logical step for the Council to take toward removing another illegitimate barrier to employment. New York City should be at the forefront of putting a stop to this abusive, ineffective practice and protecting the rights of all New Yorkers by prohibiting credit discrimination in the workplace.

MFY applauds the Committee on Civil Rights for holding this hearing, and urges the Council to pass this important legislation without delay. Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this important bill.

*For any questions about this testimony, please feel free to contact Anamaria Segura at (212) 417-3707 or asegura@mfy.org, or Evan Denerstein at (212) 417-3750 or edenerstein@mfy.org.*
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